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The Micah 68 Project 
 

EMPLOYER REFERENCE 

To be completed by your employer or teacher (someone who knows you in a work or classroom setting) 

Please return to:  Foothills Christian Church, 350 B Cypress Lane, El Cajon, CA 92020 

 

CANDIDATE DETAILS (To be completed by the applicant) 

Name of applicant: _________________________________________________________________ 

Current address: ___________________________________________________________________ 

      ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Telephone: __________________________________________________ 

Email: _______________________________________________________ 

 

Applicant’s signature: ____________________________________________________ Date: ___________________ 

 

FOOTHILLS CHRISTIAN CHURCH and THE MICAH 68 PROJECT 

In seeking admission to The Micah 68 Project, the above applicant is required to have this form completed 

before admission can be considered. Since we are endeavoring to select those individuals who have strong 

potential to become effective leaders in the community, we would appreciate your frank evaluation of this 

applicant. 

We need to receive this form before we can process this application - thank you. 

 

PERSONALITY/CHARACTER PROFILE 

Please assess the applicant on the qualities listed below according to the following evaluation system. 

4 - Usually 3 - Often 2 - Sometimes 1 - Rarely 

___Emotionally stable  ___Handles stress well    ___Respects authority  

___Positive attitude  ___Team Player    ___Financially responsible  

___Takes initiative  ___Faithful/Reliable    ___Outgoing/Friendly  

___Punctual  ___Cooperative    ___Self-Disciplined  

___Communicates well                         ___Teachable  ___Humble  

 

ABILITY AT WORK 

Please comment on the following items as they relate to the applicant: 

1. The applicant's attitude to work: 
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2. The quality and character of his/her work: 

 

 

 

3. The applicant's maturity in making judgments: 

 

 

 

4. The applicant's ability to be a part of a team: 

 

 

 

5. The applicant's ability to handle conflict: 

 

 

Have we overlooked anything which you consider relevant to this application? 

 

 

I know the applicant: ___very well  ___quite well     ___moderately ___very little 

What is your relationship with the applicant: ______________________________________________________ 

(i.e. Employer / Teacher ) 

FINALLY... 

Do you think participation in The Micah 68 Project would be beneficial for the applicant? 

___YES (unreservedly)  ___YES (with some reservations ___NO 

 

If you have reservations, your comments would be helpful: 

 

 

 

Name: ___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Address: _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

    _________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Telephone: _______________________________________________ 

Email: ____________________________________________________ 

 

Signature: _______________________________________________________________ Date: _____________ 


